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The REVOLUTIONARY Eotech XPS2-0...
...The STATE-OF-THE-ART And Best Holographic Sight!
(Holographic Sight Reviews)

Hi guys! RDshooters here once again...
Eotech. One of the most RESPECTED names in the optics industry.
They certainly have a RENOWNED and well-earned reputation for...
...making some of the best red dot sights IN THE WORLD.
They STAND OUT by offering STATE-OF-THE-ART Holographic Technology in their red dot
optics.
And of all their offerings, my top recommendation is the very PROVEN Eotech XPS2-0.
To me it is, HANDS DOWN, the best HOLOGRAPHIC sight on the market!
So follow along, and I'll explain why this optic is so CUTTING EDGE...
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The EOTECH is a Holographic sight!
It has STATE-OF-THE-ART Technology that uses a hologram to create the image of your reticle.
Most other red dot sights use Reflex Sight Technology. More on that later...

It's Water Resistant and Submersible...
This Eotech is submersible up to 10 feet (3 meters).
As I've mentioned in other red dot sight reviews, this PRACTICAL feature makes it safe to use your
optic in adverse weather conditions like rain or snow!

It has 20 Brightness settings...
WOW! 20 options for optimizing the brightness of your sight is pretty THRILLING.
You'll be READY TO GO with this sight in any lighting conditions!

Automatic Shutdown Feature...
It has an automatic shutdown feature after 8 hours which is programable down to 4 hours.
This feature will save the life of your Eotech's battery.
And you won't need to worry about whether or not you turned your sight off!
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Protective Hood and Integrated Base Mount!
The Eotech has a DURABLE protective hood that keeps your sight safe...
Additionally, it has an integrated base mount...
This gives the Eotech a huge value boost because you won't have to spend extra money on
another accessory for your firearm!

EXCLUSIVE! The EXPLOSIVE Eotech XPS2-0 Uses...

CUTTING EDGE Technology to produce the image on your reticle!
Here's the deal, the ELECTRIFYING Eotech XPS2-0 is a holographic sight...
Now, a holographic sight is still a red dot.
The difference between it and many other optics is the STATE-OF-THE-ART Hologram technology
it uses.
Most other red dot (or reflex) sights produce their reticle by projecting it forward and reflecting it off
the optic's lens...
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But, the Eotech uses Laser-Driven Holographic Technology to produce it's VIVID reticle.
This ACCLAIMED technology gives this IRRESISTIBLE sight a couple of major advantages over
other optics:
The lenses have an Anti-Reflective Coating- This is a FASCINATING feature because it
allows YOU to move around with your sight discreetly. Other optics will commonly have a
front lens that reflects light making them highly visible.
The Sight Window is HUGE- The ENORMOUS sight window on the Eotech gives YOU a
HUGE field of view! And when is comes to shooting, seeing is half the battle!

Now this HUGE sight window is truly an IRRESISTIBLE feature of the Eotech because...
it gives you SENSATIONAL Peripheral Vision and EXTRAORDINARY situational awareness!
Also, when YOU use this HARD HITTING sight...
you don't get tunnel vision because unlike with many other optics, you're not looking through a
small tube.
This all makes shooting with 2 eyes open incredibly EASY with this optic, and it makes this sight
even more TANTALIZING!

And Here's a Secret, The HARD HITTING Eotech XPS2-0 Has My
Favorite...
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...Reticle! YES, I'm a HUGE fan of this Eotech's EXCLUSIVE reticle!
The OUTSTANDING reticle on this sight has an ENORMOUS 68 MOA (Minute Of Angle) Ring with
vertical and horizontal stadia and a crisp 1 MOA aiming dot in the center.
This is a PRACTICAL and VERSATILE reticle because the generous 68 MOA ring allows YOU to
shoot with exhilarating speed at closers targets...
But at the same time, YOU have the PRECISE 1 MOA dot in the center that OUTPERFORMS
bigger MOA optics when shooting at targets in the distance!
Additionally, if you zero the Eotech XPS2-0 at 50 yards, your dot will also be READY TO GO at 200
yards (a 50 yard and 200 yard zero are nearly the same)...
And the center and bottom of the 68 MOA outer ring will be zeroed at 7 yards for INSTANT shots at
extremely close targets!
Check Out my article on the 50 Yard Zero for more information!

ABOVE ALL, The EARTH SHAKING Eotech XPS2-0 Is One Of The...

Most durable sights YOU can buy!
The Eotech is certainly an incredibly STRONG optic...
As mentioned before, this holographic sight is actually housed with in a DURABLE protective hood.
So, your sight will be able to handle almost any tough use you can throw its way!
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In fact, this winning Eotech is PROVEN to hold zero while undergoing Military Specification drop
tests...
That's an EXTRAORDINARILY impressive feat for any optic!
Additionally, the controls of the Eotech XPS2-0 are inset in to the sight housing, and there are no
protruding knobs that can break off.
So, if by chance you dropped your sight, this HARD HITTING optic would just keep on going!
Lastly, with this optic you get 3 TOUGH layers of laminate and glass on the ENORMOUS sight
window.
This sight is built to last, and can easily handle mud, rain, snow, and any other adverse conditions!

But There's More, The Eotech XPS2-0 Can Work For Several Types
Of Shooters...
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If you're looking for the most RESPECTED holographic sight you can buy...
then look no further because the ELITE Eotech XPS2-0 is set up for any of the following roles...
Law Enforcement Officer- It's one of the most TRUSTED sights for a patrol carbine.
Military Serviceman- If you have the clearance to choose your own HARD HITTING optic.
Competitive/ Sports Shooter- It's used heavily in competitions because you can run it with
ELECTRIFYING speed!
Hunter- It's a POWERFUL and Reliable holographic sight. It's also VERSATILE enough to
go anywhere and has a HUGE field of view.
Civilian Interested in Self/Home Defense (or Sheepdog)- This is a PROVEN optic that
will be READY TO GO if you ever need it to protect the ones you LOVE.
Recreational Shooter- It's a THRILLING sight to use because of it's incredibly
PRACTICAL reticle.
ADDITIONALLY, the Eotech XPS2-0 is a REMARKABLE AR red dot...
And the integrated base mount means that when you get your sight, it'll be READY TO GO on your
rifle that INSTANT!
However, this CUTTING EDGE sight is not limited to the AR 15 platform...
It's VERSATILE enough to mount on...
Rifles
Carbines
Bolt Guns
Shotguns
Cross Bows
...and anything else with a weaver or picatinny style rail!

In The End, The Eotech XPS2-0 Pros...
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It's a Holographic Sight that uses STATE-OF-THE-ART technology to create the reticle.
It is Water Resistance up to 10 feet.
It has a VERSATILE 20 Brightness Settings.
It has the Automatic Battery Shutdown feature
It has a HUGE sight window and SENSATIONAL field of view
It has an IRRESISTIBLE Reticle that is built for speed
It had a DURABLE Protective Hood
It's READY TO GO with an Integrated Mount

Cons
It's battery life is good, but not great. (although it does have auto shutdown feature to help it
out)
It's a little bit heavier than other sights I've reviewed. (this is a trade off because you get the
bigger sight window)

Final Verdict: Is the CUTTING EDGE Eotech XPS2-0 A Holographic
Sight Worth Buying?

Answer: YES!
It uses STATE-OF-THE-ART Holographic Technology to produce the reticle...
It is a POWERFUL and Reliable optic...
And it has an IRRESISTIBLE reticle with an ENORMOUS sight window. To me, it is
WITHOUT A DOUBT the best holographic sight on the market!
Final Rating: 4.5 out of 5 Stars

HURRY! Buy this Holographic Sight from Amazon TODAY and get
FREE SHIPPING!
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==> YES, I Want FREE and Fast Shipping from Amazon on my Eotech XPS2-0
RIGHT NOW!

Eotech XPS2-0: F.A.Q.s
Q: Where can I find this Holographic Sight for sale?
A: You can buy your Eotech XPS2-0 from Amazon by Clicking The Link Above!
It is the most PROVEN and best holographic sight on the market! HURRY! And Order yours
TODAY!
Q: Red Dot Sight vs Holographic Sight... Which is better?
A: A holographic sight IS a red dot sight. It differs from other red dot sights, or reflex sights,
because of the way the reticle image is produced...
Holographic Sights use laser-driven holographic technology to create the reticle's image.
Where as, reflex sights have a reticle that is projected forward and reflected off a lens making it
visible to the shooter.
Both optics have their advantages and disadvantages, but one that I'll point out is that reflex sights
can be smaller and lighter...
...while holographic sights have a larger field of view. If you're interested in reflex sights, check out
my articles on the Holosun HS503c and the Aimpoint Micro T2.
Q: I don't know which Eotech to buy? Why should I buy the XPS2-0?
A: I think the XPS2-0 is the best holographic sight available.
I like it over other Eotech offerings because its small size makes it ULTRA MOBILE and because of
its PRACTICAL reticle.
It has the HUGE 68 MOA ring and the PRECISE 1 MOA center dot.
I personally find this reticle to be extremely fast up close, but at the same time, the 1 MOA center
dot gives me a precise aiming reference for shooting at targets in the distance.
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==> HURRY! Order your Eotech XPS2-0 Now and get FREE Shipping TODAY!
Farewell, and have fun at the range!
-RD Shooters
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